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Firing Up Climate ModelsFiring Up Climate Models

Scientists are working to incorporate wildfire data into climate models,Scientists are working to incorporate wildfire data into climate models,

resolving hindrances related to scale, speed, and the complex feedbacksresolving hindrances related to scale, speed, and the complex feedbacks

between the climate and wildfire emissions.between the climate and wildfire emissions.

A wildfire burns in the Kimberley region of Western Australia. Credit: John Crux Photography/GettyA wildfire burns in the Kimberley region of Western Australia. Credit: John Crux Photography/Getty
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It’s August 2019, and Carsten Warneke is hunting for smoke. On board a NASA DC-8 aircraft It’s August 2019, and Carsten Warneke is hunting for smoke. On board a NASA DC-8 aircraft packedpacked

with instrumentswith instruments  (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/dc8/payload.html) (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/dc8/payload.html), Warneke and other, Warneke and other

researchers have been locating and flying through smoke plumes from wildfires across the westernresearchers have been locating and flying through smoke plumes from wildfires across the western
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United States for several weeks.United States for several weeks.

WarnekeWarneke  (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/staff/carsten.warneke/) (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/staff/carsten.warneke/),,

an atmospheric chemist at the University of Coloradoan atmospheric chemist at the University of Colorado

Boulder and the National Oceanic and AtmosphericBoulder and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA), is part of the Fire Influence onAdministration (NOAA), is part of the Fire Influence on

Regional to Global Environments and Air QualityRegional to Global Environments and Air Quality

((FIREX-AQFIREX-AQ  (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/) (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/)))

project, a joint venture led by NOAA and NASA. A project, a joint venture led by NOAA and NASA. A majormajor

goalgoal  (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex- (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-

aq/science/motivation.html)aq/science/motivation.html) of FIREX-AQ, according to the of FIREX-AQ, according to the

project’s website, is to study “the chemistry andproject’s website, is to study “the chemistry and

composition of smoke from wildfire and agriculturalcomposition of smoke from wildfire and agricultural

burning to improve weather, air quality, and climateburning to improve weather, air quality, and climate

forecasts.” FIREX-AQ is just one of several researchforecasts.” FIREX-AQ is just one of several research

projects worldwide geared toward enhancing ourprojects worldwide geared toward enhancing our

understanding of how fires affect climate (and viceunderstanding of how fires affect climate (and vice

versa) and accurately incorporating fires and theirversa) and accurately incorporating fires and their

smoky repercussions into regional and global climatesmoky repercussions into regional and global climate

models.models.

Earth is always burning. From 2003 to 2016, Earth is always burning. From 2003 to 2016, more thanmore than

13 million fires13 million fires  (https://www.earth-syst-sci- (https://www.earth-syst-sci-

data.net/11/529/2019/)data.net/11/529/2019/) of various sizes and intensities of various sizes and intensities

flamed and smoldered across the planet. The Unitedflamed and smoldered across the planet. The United

States alone has averaged nearly 67,000 fires annuallyStates alone has averaged nearly 67,000 fires annually

in the past decade, with in the past decade, with more than 46,000 firesmore than 46,000 fires

(https://www.nifc.gov/fireInfo/nfn.htm)(https://www.nifc.gov/fireInfo/nfn.htm) occurring in 2019 as of occurring in 2019 as of

late November. Worldwide, large expanses of Siberialate November. Worldwide, large expanses of Siberia

have been aflame, with the fires sometimes coveringhave been aflame, with the fires sometimes covering

areasareas  (https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/2019/siberian- (https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/2019/siberian-

smoke-heading-towards-us-and-canada/)smoke-heading-towards-us-and-canada/) the size of the state of the size of the state of

Massachusetts. In South America, tens of thousands ofMassachusetts. In South America, tens of thousands of

fires have blazed through the Amazon, the world’sfires have blazed through the Amazon, the world’s

largest tropical rain forest, and thousands more havelargest tropical rain forest, and thousands more have

burned in the burned in the PantanalPantanal
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantanal)(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantanal), the world’s largest, the world’s largest

tropical wetland. tropical wetland. Bushfires rageBushfires rage  (https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/fire-information/fires-near-me) (https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/fire-information/fires-near-me) across the Australian across the Australian

state of New South Wales, lowering air quality in nearby areas to unprecedented levels.state of New South Wales, lowering air quality in nearby areas to unprecedented levels.

“Most climate models currently do not include a representation of interactive wildfires, or, even if they“Most climate models currently do not include a representation of interactive wildfires, or, even if they

do, this is done in a somewhat unsuccessful or limited way.”do, this is done in a somewhat unsuccessful or limited way.”

Wildfires can be anthropogenic, started accidentally or on purpose to clear forests for farming or animalWildfires can be anthropogenic, started accidentally or on purpose to clear forests for farming or animal

husbandry, or to burn crop stubble on agricultural fields in preparation for a new planting season. Fireshusbandry, or to burn crop stubble on agricultural fields in preparation for a new planting season. Fires

can also occur naturally—ignited by lightning strikes, for example.can also occur naturally—ignited by lightning strikes, for example.

Researchers agree that fires, whether large or small, human-made or natural, can significantly affectResearchers agree that fires, whether large or small, human-made or natural, can significantly affect

local, regional, and global climates local, regional, and global climates in a variety of waysin a variety of ways  (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40641-019- (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40641-019-

00128-9)00128-9). Nonetheless, modeling the exact nature of these effects has been difficult. In fact, “most climate. Nonetheless, modeling the exact nature of these effects has been difficult. In fact, “most climate

models currently do not include an interactive representation of wildfires, or, even if they do, themodels currently do not include an interactive representation of wildfires, or, even if they do, the

representation of such feedbacks has not been properly validated, given how recent a development thisrepresentation of such feedbacks has not been properly validated, given how recent a development this

is,” said is,” said Apostolos VoulgarakisApostolos Voulgarakis  (https://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/a.voulgarakis) (https://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/a.voulgarakis), an atmospheric physicist at, an atmospheric physicist at

Imperial College London. There are several reasons fires and their emissions are difficult to incorporateImperial College London. There are several reasons fires and their emissions are difficult to incorporate

into climate models, including differences in scale between fires and climate models; the speed withinto climate models, including differences in scale between fires and climate models; the speed with

which fire emissions evolve once they enter the atmosphere; and feedbacks between fires and a changingwhich fire emissions evolve once they enter the atmosphere; and feedbacks between fires and a changing

climate.climate.

Scaling: The ChallengeScaling: The Challenge
There are many drivers of global climate: Sunlight, cloud formations, and wildfire emissions all influenceThere are many drivers of global climate: Sunlight, cloud formations, and wildfire emissions all influence

climate on local, regional, and global scales. These differences in scale matter tremendously because ofclimate on local, regional, and global scales. These differences in scale matter tremendously because of

how most modern global climate models are built.how most modern global climate models are built.

In general, today’s climate models In general, today’s climate models divide Earthdivide Earth  (https://www.climate.gov/maps-data/primer/climate-models) (https://www.climate.gov/maps-data/primer/climate-models)’s’s

surface into a 3-D grid. Each cell in this grid stretches north–south and east–west, and there are depthssurface into a 3-D grid. Each cell in this grid stretches north–south and east–west, and there are depths

of atmosphere represented by multiple stacked cells. The models enforce fundamental laws of physicsof atmosphere represented by multiple stacked cells. The models enforce fundamental laws of physics

and use mathematical equations to represent processes taking place in Earth’s oceans, land areas,and use mathematical equations to represent processes taking place in Earth’s oceans, land areas,

atmosphere, and sea and land ice. They then calculate how various climate drivers force, or influence,atmosphere, and sea and land ice. They then calculate how various climate drivers force, or influence,

these processes. The models simulate climate within each grid cell over a selected time step (usuallythese processes. The models simulate climate within each grid cell over a selected time step (usually

minutes or hours) and calculate how each cell affects neighboring ones, ultimately cobbling together aminutes or hours) and calculate how each cell affects neighboring ones, ultimately cobbling together a

snapshot of global climate. The whole process of these calculations is then repeated over multiple timesnapshot of global climate. The whole process of these calculations is then repeated over multiple time

steps until the desired overall time span (years, decades, or centuries) is completed.steps until the desired overall time span (years, decades, or centuries) is completed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantanal
https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/fire-information/fires-near-me
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40641-019-00128-9
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Wind can heavily influence fire behavior, but on the grid scales of global climate models, “there is noWind can heavily influence fire behavior, but on the grid scales of global climate models, “there is no

hope of being able to represent small-scale wind patterns or terrain characteristics that influence thehope of being able to represent small-scale wind patterns or terrain characteristics that influence the

progression of fires.”progression of fires.”

The size of grid cells determines the spatial resolution of a climate model. Smaller cells provide higherThe size of grid cells determines the spatial resolution of a climate model. Smaller cells provide higher

resolution but are much more computationally intensive and time-consuming. If each cell in a modelresolution but are much more computationally intensive and time-consuming. If each cell in a model

represents 2° latitude × 2° longitude (roughly 200 × 200 kilometers at the surface near the equator), forrepresents 2° latitude × 2° longitude (roughly 200 × 200 kilometers at the surface near the equator), for

example, and the model contains 20–40 vertical atmospheric layers, the model has to solve equations forexample, and the model contains 20–40 vertical atmospheric layers, the model has to solve equations for

almost half a million grid cellsalmost half a million grid cells  (https://www.e-education.psu.edu/earth103/node/1012) (https://www.e-education.psu.edu/earth103/node/1012) at each time step. And if the at each time step. And if the

specified time step is half an hour, the model has to run calculations more than 1.7 million times for eachspecified time step is half an hour, the model has to run calculations more than 1.7 million times for each

grid cell to simulate global climate for 100 years.grid cell to simulate global climate for 100 years.

So “when modeling global climate and wildfires at the same time, compromises need to be made,”So “when modeling global climate and wildfires at the same time, compromises need to be made,”

Voulgarakis said. “Certain processes cannot be represented adequately in existing climate modelVoulgarakis said. “Certain processes cannot be represented adequately in existing climate model

resolutions, with a prominent example being wind influences on wildfires.”resolutions, with a prominent example being wind influences on wildfires.”

Wind can heavily influence fire behavior, but on the grid scales of global climate models, “there is noWind can heavily influence fire behavior, but on the grid scales of global climate models, “there is no

hope of being able to represent small-scale wind patterns or terrain characteristics that influence thehope of being able to represent small-scale wind patterns or terrain characteristics that influence the

progression of fires,” Voulgarakis said. (Global climate models skirt this issue by using a process calledprogression of fires,” Voulgarakis said. (Global climate models skirt this issue by using a process called

parameterizationparameterization  (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/wcc.122) (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/wcc.122): averaging values, such as the height of: averaging values, such as the height of

surface features or the climate effects of cumulus clouds, over entire cells or using expected values basedsurface features or the climate effects of cumulus clouds, over entire cells or using expected values based

in part on past observations for these subcell-scale processes.)in part on past observations for these subcell-scale processes.)

Adam KochanskiAdam Kochanski  (http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/) (http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/), an atmospheric scientist at the University of Utah,, an atmospheric scientist at the University of Utah,

noted that “the spatial scales of flames, where combustion actually occurs, are tiny compared [with] thenoted that “the spatial scales of flames, where combustion actually occurs, are tiny compared [with] the

scales relevant to climate problems” but also said that grid spacings used in regional climate modelsscales relevant to climate problems” but also said that grid spacings used in regional climate models

(versus global ones) “are approaching the resolutions needed to link fires with local climate capturing the(versus global ones) “are approaching the resolutions needed to link fires with local climate capturing the

fire–atmosphere feedbacks.”fire–atmosphere feedbacks.”

Kochanski is part of a Kochanski is part of a National Science Foundation–funded projectNational Science Foundation–funded project

(https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1664175&HistoricalAwards=false)(https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1664175&HistoricalAwards=false) led by  led by Steve KruegerSteve Krueger

(https://faculty.utah.edu/u0034822-STEVEN_K_KRUEGER/research/index.hml)(https://faculty.utah.edu/u0034822-STEVEN_K_KRUEGER/research/index.hml) to develop the Multistage Wildfire to develop the Multistage Wildfire

Research and Prediction System (MWRPS), which aims to model fire–atmosphere interactions at a veryResearch and Prediction System (MWRPS), which aims to model fire–atmosphere interactions at a very

small scale. “To successfully attack this problem, we will need a new class of reduced-complexity modelssmall scale. “To successfully attack this problem, we will need a new class of reduced-complexity models

that will be fast enough to be executed for large regions typically covered by climate models but at thethat will be fast enough to be executed for large regions typically covered by climate models but at the

same time [will] be able to render fire–atmosphere interactions,” he said.same time [will] be able to render fire–atmosphere interactions,” he said.

A Need for SpeedA Need for Speed

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/earth103/node/1012
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/wcc.122
http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1664175&HistoricalAwards=false
https://faculty.utah.edu/u0034822-STEVEN_K_KRUEGER/research/index.hml
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Another difficulty in adding fires into climate models is the speed with which fire emissions evolve in theAnother difficulty in adding fires into climate models is the speed with which fire emissions evolve in the

atmosphere. In addition to ash, fires emit large amounts of reactive particles and gases (such as carbonatmosphere. In addition to ash, fires emit large amounts of reactive particles and gases (such as carbon

dioxide, ozone, and methane) into the atmosphere, but “how these emissions affect air quality anddioxide, ozone, and methane) into the atmosphere, but “how these emissions affect air quality and

climate depends on both what is emitted and how it evolves,” said climate depends on both what is emitted and how it evolves,” said Emily FischerEmily Fischer

(https://sites.google.com/rams.colostate.edu/fischer-group/home?authuser=0)(https://sites.google.com/rams.colostate.edu/fischer-group/home?authuser=0), an atmospheric scientist at Colorado, an atmospheric scientist at Colorado

State University. “There are a lot of changes in the chemistry of smoke within the first few hours of itsState University. “There are a lot of changes in the chemistry of smoke within the first few hours of its

entry into the atmosphere.” Without completely understanding how smoke chemistry changes over time,entry into the atmosphere.” Without completely understanding how smoke chemistry changes over time,

researchers cannot build accurate climate models that account for fire emissions.researchers cannot build accurate climate models that account for fire emissions.

Fischer is part of a National Science Foundation–funded program called the Western WildfireFischer is part of a National Science Foundation–funded program called the Western Wildfire

Experiment for Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption and Nitrogen (Experiment for Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption and Nitrogen (WE-CANWE-CAN

(https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/we-can)(https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/we-can)) project. The goal of WE-CAN is to “systematically characterize) project. The goal of WE-CAN is to “systematically characterize

the emissions and first day of evolution of western U.S. wildfire [smoke] plumes,” according to thethe emissions and first day of evolution of western U.S. wildfire [smoke] plumes,” according to the

project’s website. In summer 2018, WE-CAN deployed a C-130 aircraft to sample fresh smoke fromproject’s website. In summer 2018, WE-CAN deployed a C-130 aircraft to sample fresh smoke from

wildfires.wildfires.

https://sites.google.com/rams.colostate.edu/fischer-group/home?authuser=0
https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/we-can
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New projects and programs are working to better incorporate theNew projects and programs are working to better incorporate the

effects of wildfires (like California’s Camp Fire of 2018, above) intoeffects of wildfires (like California’s Camp Fire of 2018, above) into

climate models. Credit: NASAclimate models. Credit: NASA

How chemicals in wildfire smoke evolve depends in part on atmospheric conditions like temperature andHow chemicals in wildfire smoke evolve depends in part on atmospheric conditions like temperature and

humidity. Those conditions can change with altitude and geographic location, so “the evolution of thesehumidity. Those conditions can change with altitude and geographic location, so “the evolution of these

[wildfire emissions] depends acutely on where they are injected into the atmosphere,” Fischer and her[wildfire emissions] depends acutely on where they are injected into the atmosphere,” Fischer and her

colleagues wrote in a colleagues wrote in a recent studyrecent study  (https://www.geosci-model-dev.net/11/4103/2018/gmd-11-4103-2018.pdf) (https://www.geosci-model-dev.net/11/4103/2018/gmd-11-4103-2018.pdf)..

Most emissions are released close to the ground, but it’s difficult for research aircraft to fly low overMost emissions are released close to the ground, but it’s difficult for research aircraft to fly low over

wildfires (and for ground-based teams to approach closely on foot). “We estimate that the earliest wewildfires (and for ground-based teams to approach closely on foot). “We estimate that the earliest we

sampled a smoke plume was 18–20 minutes after its formation,” Fischer said. Sometimes, however, thesampled a smoke plume was 18–20 minutes after its formation,” Fischer said. Sometimes, however, the

plumes would be more than an hour old by the time measurements took place, long enough for theplumes would be more than an hour old by the time measurements took place, long enough for the

chemicals initially in the emissions to evolve into secondary compounds. Fortunately, Fischer and thechemicals initially in the emissions to evolve into secondary compounds. Fortunately, Fischer and the

WE-CAN team reached the plumes soon enough to be able to back-calculate levels and compositions ofWE-CAN team reached the plumes soon enough to be able to back-calculate levels and compositions of

primary emissions based on the secondary compounds they detected.primary emissions based on the secondary compounds they detected.

Fischer and her colleagues are still analyzing the data collected by the WE-CAN flights, but they haveFischer and her colleagues are still analyzing the data collected by the WE-CAN flights, but they have

already found some intriguing results. For example, “there is quite a lot of variability in the amount ofalready found some intriguing results. For example, “there is quite a lot of variability in the amount of

reactive nitrogen species versus carbon compounds emitted even in the 20 or so fires we studied,” shereactive nitrogen species versus carbon compounds emitted even in the 20 or so fires we studied,” she

said. “We have compared these field data to lab measurements and [found that] burn conditions aresaid. “We have compared these field data to lab measurements and [found that] burn conditions are

driving some of the differences, but we don’t understand all the reasons why.” Although researchers aredriving some of the differences, but we don’t understand all the reasons why.” Although researchers are

still exploring exactly how reactive nitrogen species affect climate, it is known that some of thesestill exploring exactly how reactive nitrogen species affect climate, it is known that some of these

compounds, such as nitrous oxide (Ncompounds, such as nitrous oxide (N22O), are strong greenhouse gases.O), are strong greenhouse gases.

The Feedback ConundrumThe Feedback Conundrum
One of the biggest challenges in incorporating fires into climate models is the two-way nature of theOne of the biggest challenges in incorporating fires into climate models is the two-way nature of the

relationship between climate and wildfires. Fires affect climate, but weather and climate also influencerelationship between climate and wildfires. Fires affect climate, but weather and climate also influence

fires.fires.

One of the biggest challenges in incorporating fires into climate models is the two-way nature of theOne of the biggest challenges in incorporating fires into climate models is the two-way nature of the

relationship between climate and wildfires. Fires affect climate, but weather and climate also influencerelationship between climate and wildfires. Fires affect climate, but weather and climate also influence

fires. “For instance, fire smoke affects surface temperatures and winds that in turn impact the firefires. “For instance, fire smoke affects surface temperatures and winds that in turn impact the fire

behavior itself, as well as smoke production and dispersion,” Kochanski said.behavior itself, as well as smoke production and dispersion,” Kochanski said.

Kochanski is part of a group of researchers, including Kochanski is part of a group of researchers, including Jan MandelJan Mandel  (https://clas.ucdenver.edu/mathematical-and- (https://clas.ucdenver.edu/mathematical-and-

statistical-sciences/jan-mandel)statistical-sciences/jan-mandel), who have coupled a widely used weather forecast model (the Weather, who have coupled a widely used weather forecast model (the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF) model) with a model called SFIRE, which simulates how fire spreads.Research and Forecasting (WRF) model) with a model called SFIRE, which simulates how fire spreads.

https://www.geosci-model-dev.net/11/4103/2018/gmd-11-4103-2018.pdf
https://clas.ucdenver.edu/mathematical-and-statistical-sciences/jan-mandel
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The result is The result is WRF-SFIREWRF-SFIRE  (http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/wrf-sfire/WRF_Sfire_Presentation.pdf) (http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/wrf-sfire/WRF_Sfire_Presentation.pdf), a freely, a freely

shared model that allows researchers to connect fires and atmospheric effects. It also allows linking of ashared model that allows researchers to connect fires and atmospheric effects. It also allows linking of a

chemistry module (chemistry module (WRF-SFIRE-CHEMWRF-SFIRE-CHEM  (https://www.openwfm.org/wiki/Coupling_with_WRF-Chem) (https://www.openwfm.org/wiki/Coupling_with_WRF-Chem)), which adds), which adds

simulations of emissions from fires based on fuel consumption rates and then models the chemical andsimulations of emissions from fires based on fuel consumption rates and then models the chemical and

physical changes of these emissions once they enter the atmosphere.physical changes of these emissions once they enter the atmosphere.

Feedbacks between fires and climate make it difficult to validate models, though. “Fire behavior and theFeedbacks between fires and climate make it difficult to validate models, though. “Fire behavior and the

local micrometeorology need to be sampled simultaneously to characterize all the processes shaping locallocal micrometeorology need to be sampled simultaneously to characterize all the processes shaping local

weather and provide comprehensive data sets we can use to develop and validate models,” Kochanskiweather and provide comprehensive data sets we can use to develop and validate models,” Kochanski

said. But that’s easier said than done; an average forest fire can reach temperatures said. But that’s easier said than done; an average forest fire can reach temperatures above 800°Cabove 800°C

(1,472°F)(1,472°F)  (https://nhmu.utah.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/Wildfire%20FAQs.pdf) (https://nhmu.utah.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/Wildfire%20FAQs.pdf). “As you can imagine,. “As you can imagine,

collecting such data in the wildfire environment is very difficult, and often impossible, due to safetycollecting such data in the wildfire environment is very difficult, and often impossible, due to safety

concerns,” Kochanski said.concerns,” Kochanski said.

But researchers are working on that: FIREX-AQ is one example of these attempts. In the summer and fallBut researchers are working on that: FIREX-AQ is one example of these attempts. In the summer and fall

of 2019, the project (a collaboration between four federal agencies, more than 20 universities, andof 2019, the project (a collaboration between four federal agencies, more than 20 universities, and

several private partners) used multiple aircraft, ground-based crews, and satellites simultaneously toseveral private partners) used multiple aircraft, ground-based crews, and satellites simultaneously to

gather information about smoke and emissions both from wildfires in the western United States andgather information about smoke and emissions both from wildfires in the western United States and

from prescribed agricultural fires in the southeastern United States. from prescribed agricultural fires in the southeastern United States. One aircraftOne aircraft

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterCHEM/)(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterCHEM/) focused on how emissions from fires changed focused on how emissions from fires changed

with time, how these emissions evolved in the atmosphere, and how their distribution varied withwith time, how these emissions evolved in the atmosphere, and how their distribution varied with

altitude. A altitude. A different aircraftdifferent aircraft  (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterMET/) (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterMET/) collected collected

meteorological data, including on the winds affected by the fire and how these winds in turn influencedmeteorological data, including on the winds affected by the fire and how these winds in turn influenced

emissions transport. “We are trying to look at fires holistically; that’s the only way to get all theemissions transport. “We are trying to look at fires holistically; that’s the only way to get all the

measurements you need to build robust climate models that incorporate fires,” Warneke said.measurements you need to build robust climate models that incorporate fires,” Warneke said.

Going Small for Big UnderstandingsGoing Small for Big Understandings
Accurately measuring emissions from fires and understanding how they evolve in the atmosphere are bigAccurately measuring emissions from fires and understanding how they evolve in the atmosphere are big

steps in building global climate models, but they’re only part of the puzzle.steps in building global climate models, but they’re only part of the puzzle.

How primary emissions, and the secondary particles into which they evolve, affect atmospheric andHow primary emissions, and the secondary particles into which they evolve, affect atmospheric and

climatic processes is another key piece. To understand these effects, climatic processes is another key piece. To understand these effects, Rajan ChakrabartyRajan Chakrabarty

(https://engineering.wustl.edu/Profiles/Pages/Rajan-Chakrabarty.aspx)(https://engineering.wustl.edu/Profiles/Pages/Rajan-Chakrabarty.aspx), an environmental and chemical engineer at, an environmental and chemical engineer at

Washington University in St. Louis, has gone to the microscopic level. “We study, for example, how theWashington University in St. Louis, has gone to the microscopic level. “We study, for example, how the

shape, mass, and optical properties of specific emissions change inside fires and then outside them,”shape, mass, and optical properties of specific emissions change inside fires and then outside them,”

Chakrabarty said.Chakrabarty said.

http://home.chpc.utah.edu/~u0631741/wrf-sfire/WRF_Sfire_Presentation.pdf
https://www.openwfm.org/wiki/Coupling_with_WRF-Chem
https://nhmu.utah.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/Wildfire%20FAQs.pdf
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterCHEM/
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex-aq/twinotterMET/
https://engineering.wustl.edu/Profiles/Pages/Rajan-Chakrabarty.aspx
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One type of fire emission that Chakrabarty has studied is black carbon, a particulate emission resultingOne type of fire emission that Chakrabarty has studied is black carbon, a particulate emission resulting

from the incomplete combustion of carbonaceous materials like fossil fuels, agricultural leftovers, andfrom the incomplete combustion of carbonaceous materials like fossil fuels, agricultural leftovers, and

other biomass. These tiny particulates strongly absorb sunlight, thus warming the atmosphere andother biomass. These tiny particulates strongly absorb sunlight, thus warming the atmosphere and

changing cloud dynamics. Although they are relatively short-lived in the atmosphere, black carbonchanging cloud dynamics. Although they are relatively short-lived in the atmosphere, black carbon

particles particles can still travel long distances through the atmospherecan still travel long distances through the atmosphere

(https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feart.2017.00109/full)(https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feart.2017.00109/full) and be deposited in snowy or icy regions on land and be deposited in snowy or icy regions on land

(such as in the Arctic or the Himalaya). In these regions, they (such as in the Arctic or the Himalaya). In these regions, they can have myriad effectscan have myriad effects

(https://www.nature.com/articles/ngeo156)(https://www.nature.com/articles/ngeo156), including reducing the amount of sunlight reflected by snow and ice,, including reducing the amount of sunlight reflected by snow and ice,

and increasing melting, which in turn contribute to climate warming.and increasing melting, which in turn contribute to climate warming.

Chakrabarty and colleagues were the first to Chakrabarty and colleagues were the first to discoverdiscover  (https://www.nature.com/articles/srep05508? (https://www.nature.com/articles/srep05508?

WT_ec_id=SREP-704-20140708)WT_ec_id=SREP-704-20140708) that large, open fires, such as wildfires, emit a form of black carbon different that large, open fires, such as wildfires, emit a form of black carbon different

from that seen in emissions from automobile exhaust or from domestic cooking or heating. Black carbonfrom that seen in emissions from automobile exhaust or from domestic cooking or heating. Black carbon

in wildfire emissions forms larger aggregates, called percolated aggregates, or PAs, that have significantlyin wildfire emissions forms larger aggregates, called percolated aggregates, or PAs, that have significantly

different optical properties and absorb different optical properties and absorb moremore  (https://www.osapublishing.org/ol/fulltext.cfm?uri=ol-41-4- (https://www.osapublishing.org/ol/fulltext.cfm?uri=ol-41-4-

808&id=336127)808&id=336127) incoming solar radiation of certain wavelengths. “These observations suggest that soot PAs incoming solar radiation of certain wavelengths. “These observations suggest that soot PAs

may have…previously unaccounted for impacts on climate forcing,” according to Chakrabarty.may have…previously unaccounted for impacts on climate forcing,” according to Chakrabarty.

Whereas blazing forest fires emit large amounts of black carbon, smoldering fires, such as those seenWhereas blazing forest fires emit large amounts of black carbon, smoldering fires, such as those seen

when when peatlands burnpeatlands burn  (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/measuring-emissions-from-smoldering-peat-fires) (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/measuring-emissions-from-smoldering-peat-fires), emit, emit

different aerosols and particulates. Chakrabarty and colleagues different aerosols and particulates. Chakrabarty and colleagues have shownhave shown  (https://www.atmos-chem- (https://www.atmos-chem-

phys.net/16/3033/2016/acp-16-3033-2016.pdf)phys.net/16/3033/2016/acp-16-3033-2016.pdf) that peat fires emit mostly  that peat fires emit mostly brown carbonbrown carbon

(https://sites.google.com/view/chakrabarty-group/research-highlights/brown-carbon?authuser=0)(https://sites.google.com/view/chakrabarty-group/research-highlights/brown-carbon?authuser=0) and almost no black and almost no black

carbon. Unlike black carbon, which absorbs light across the visible spectrum, brown carbon absorbscarbon. Unlike black carbon, which absorbs light across the visible spectrum, brown carbon absorbs

near-ultraviolet and blue light, reflecting green, yellow, and red wavelengths.near-ultraviolet and blue light, reflecting green, yellow, and red wavelengths.

“Initially, people thought that brown carbon particles would act like a mirror, because they reflect some“Initially, people thought that brown carbon particles would act like a mirror, because they reflect some

light, and so offset the warming effects of black carbon in the atmosphere,” Chakrabarty said. But hislight, and so offset the warming effects of black carbon in the atmosphere,” Chakrabarty said. But his

research has shown that brown carbon particles can absorb certain wavelengths of light that contributeresearch has shown that brown carbon particles can absorb certain wavelengths of light that contribute

to warming more strongly than black carbon particles. “So now we know [that] these particles canto warming more strongly than black carbon particles. “So now we know [that] these particles can

actually increase the net warming effects of black carbon.”actually increase the net warming effects of black carbon.”

Fires, from smoldering peat fires to blazing forest fires to the hazy burnings of farm stubble, areFires, from smoldering peat fires to blazing forest fires to the hazy burnings of farm stubble, are

incredibly complex. Researchers are making progress in understanding the behaviors of different kindsincredibly complex. Researchers are making progress in understanding the behaviors of different kinds

of fires, the intricacies and evolution of their emissions, and the interactions of fires with theof fires, the intricacies and evolution of their emissions, and the interactions of fires with the

environment—all knowledge that is vital in improving the accuracy of climate models. There is a longenvironment—all knowledge that is vital in improving the accuracy of climate models. There is a long

way to go, however, and no time to waste as risks posed by wildfires to communities continue to growway to go, however, and no time to waste as risks posed by wildfires to communities continue to grow

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feart.2017.00109/full
https://www.nature.com/articles/ngeo156
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep05508?WT_ec_id=SREP-704-20140708
https://www.osapublishing.org/ol/fulltext.cfm?uri=ol-41-4-808&id=336127
https://eos.org/research-spotlights/measuring-emissions-from-smoldering-peat-fires
https://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/3033/2016/acp-16-3033-2016.pdf
https://sites.google.com/view/chakrabarty-group/research-highlights/brown-carbon?authuser=0
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and the climate continues to change. “We need to know these details [related to fires and emissions],”and the climate continues to change. “We need to know these details [related to fires and emissions],”

Warneke said, “to make accurate predictions of air quality and [to] model global climate.”Warneke said, “to make accurate predictions of air quality and [to] model global climate.”
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